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CORRECTION OF BOOKKEEPING ERRORS   

 

When errors are discovered in ledger accounts, they can be corrected by 

appropriate journal entries, examples of which are given below. 

 

Some types of error are discovered when investigating the need for a suspense 
account to achieve a trial balance which actually balances. Correcting these errors 

will require entries in the suspense account, which should have a zero balance 

when all the errors have been resolved. Errors of this type would be: 

 Transactions only entered in one account (ie. Debit or credit but not 

both) 

 Duplications (transactions credited or debited twice, instead of a debit 
and a credit) 

 Unequal entries (eg.:  Debit £1,010 and Credit £1,100) 

 

Errors which do not affect the trial balance would be: 

 Transactions simply not recorded (often called “omissions”) 

 One entry (either debit or credit) made for the wrong amount (often 

known as an error of original entry) 
 One entry (either debit or credit) in the wrong account (“error of 

principle” or “error of commission”) 

 Transactions in the correct accounts but reversed (debit the account 

which should be credited, credit the account which should be debited) 

 

In the examples which follow, those not affecting the trial balance are given first. 
The usual convention of showing the debit first in a journal has been ignored 

where necessary to make the examples easier to follow. 

 

 

 

1. Transaction not recorded 

 
The correction here is simply to make the entries which should have been made in 

the first place. 
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2. Wrong amount  

 

Correct this by adjusting both accounts by the difference between the wrong 
amount and the correct amount. 

 

Example: £1010 paid for electricity recorded as £1100 

 

Recorded as: 

 
              Electricity        Bank 

Bank       1100                     Electricity 1100 

 

 

Should have been: 

 
              Electricity       Bank 

Bank       1010                     Electricity 1010 

 

 

Journal: 

                Dr   Cr 

Bank         90             (1100 – 1010 = 90) 
Electricity        90 
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3. Wrong account  

 
If the debit was incorrect, correct this by debiting the correct account and 

crediting the erroneous account. 

 

If the credit was incorrect, correct this by crediting the correct account and 

debiting the erroneous account. 

 
Example: Travel debited with £1010 instead of Electricity 

 

Recorded as: 

 

                Travel                 

Bank       1010                      
 

 

Should have been: 

 

              Electricity        

Bank       1010                      

 
 

Journal: 

                Dr      Cr 

Electricity   1010              

Travel                1010 
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4. Debit/credit reversed  

 
There are two steps to this correction: 

1. reverse the incorrect transaction 

2. enter the transaction as it should have been done originally 

 

Example: Electricity credited (instead of debited) and Bank debited (instead of 

credited) 
 

Recorded as: 

 

              Electricity         Bank 

                       Bank     1010   Electricity 1010 

 
 

Should have been: 

 

              Electricity       Bank 

Bank       1010                     Electricity 1010 

 

 
Journal: 

                Dr     Cr 

Electricity  1010              

Bank                 1010 

 

Electricity  1010              
Bank                 1010 

 

Note that both steps result in identical journal entries 
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5. Only entered in one account 

 

Correct this by recording the missing entry. The balancing debit or credit goes to 
the suspense account. 

 

Example: Electricity debited but no entry in Bank  

 

Recorded as: 

 
              Electricity          

 Bank     1010    

 

 

Should have been: 

 
              Electricity       Bank 

Bank       1010                     Electricity 1010 

 

 

Journal: 

                Dr     Cr 

Bank                 1010              
Suspense  1010 
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6. Debited or credited twice  

 
One of the entries is correct, the other is the error. 

 

There are two steps to this correction: 

1. reverse the incorrect entry (the balancing debit or credit goes to the 

suspense account) 

2. record the correct entry (the balancing debit or credit goes to the suspense 
account) 

 

Example: Electricity and Bank both debited (correctly in Electricity) 

 

Recorded as: 

 
              Electricity         Bank 

Bank     1010                          Electricity 1010 

 

 

Should have been: 

 

              Electricity       Bank 
Bank       1010                     Electricity 1010 

 

 

Journal: 

                Dr     Cr 

Bank                 1010              
Suspense  1010 

 

Bank                 1010              

Suspense  1010           Note that both steps result in identical journal entries 
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7. Unequal entries 

 

Usually one of the entries is correct, the other is the error. 
 

There are two steps to this correction: 

1. reverse the incorrect entry (the balancing debit or credit goes to the 

suspense account) 

2. record the correct entry (the balancing debit or credit goes to the suspense 

account) 
 

Example: £1010 paid for Electricity recorded as £1100 in Bank (but correctly in 

Electricity)  

 

Recorded as: 

 
              Electricity         Bank 

Bank     1010                                                 Electricity 1100 

 

 

Should have been: 

 

              Electricity       Bank 
Bank       1010                     Electricity 1010 

 

 

Journal: 

                Dr     Cr 

Bank         1100              
Suspense          1100 

 

Bank                 1010              

Suspense  1010           

 

  


